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ABSTRACT
Context. Broad Absorption Lines indicate gas outflows with velocities from thousands km s−1 to about 0.2 the speed of light, which
may be present in all quasars and may play a major role in the evolution of the host galaxy. The variability of absorption patterns can
provide informations on changes of the density and velocity distributions of the absorbing gas and its ionization status.
Aims. We want to follow accurately the evolution in time of the luminosity and both the broad and narrow C IV absorption features of
an individual object, the quasar APM 08279+5255, and analyse the correlations among these quantities.
Methods. We collected 23 photometrical and spectro-photometrical observations at the 1.82 m Telescope of the Asiago Observatory
since 2003, plus other 5 spectra from the literature. We analysed the evolution in time of the equivalent width of the broad absorption
feature and two narrow absorption systems, the correlation among them and with the R band magnitude. We performed a structure
function analysis of the equivalent width variations.
Results. We present an unprecedented monitoring of a broad absorption line quasar based on 28 epochs in 14 years. The shape of
broad absorption feature shows a relative stability, while its equivalent width slowly declines until it sharply increases during 2011.
In the same time the R magnitude stays almost constant until it sharply increases during 2011. The equivalent width of the narrow
absorption redwards of the systemic redshift only shows a decline.
Conclusions. The broad absorption behaviour suggests changes of the ionisation status as the main cause of variability. We show for
the first time a correlation of this variability with the R band flux. The different behaviour of the narrow absorption system might
be due to recombination time delay. The structure function of the absorption variability has a slope comparable with typical optical
variability of quasars. This is consistent with variations of the 200 Å ionising flux originating in the inner part of the accretion disk.
Key words. Galaxies: active - quasars: absorption lines - quasars: general - quasars: individual: APM 08279+5255
1. Introduction
BAL QSOs were discovered by Lynds (1967) and their proper-
ties are described in Weymann & Foltz (1983); Turnshek (1988).
The spectra of about 20% of all quasars (QSOs) exhibit broad ab-
sorption lines (BALs) with velocities from thousands km s−1 to <∼
0.2 the speed of light, indicating the outflow of material and en-
ergy from the active galactic nucleus (AGN) to the surrounding
space (Hewett & Foltz 2003; Gibson et al. 2008; Capellupo et al.
2011). Mechanical and radiative energy transfer to the QSO en-
vironment can affect the galaxy evolution processes, so that un-
derstanding gas outflows has become crucial in establishing the
role played by the AGN feedback in the cosmological process of
galaxy formation and evolution (Cattaneo et al. 2009, and refs.
therein), as suggested, in particular, in the case of the "ultra-fast
outflows" detected in X-rays in several z < 0.1 AGNs (Tombesi
et al. 2010) and specifically in APM 08279+5255 (Chartas et al.
2009), which is the subject of the present study. The fact that
BALs appear only in a fraction of QSO spectra, may indicate
that either they are seen only in particular directions with respect
to the axis of the accretion disk (Elvis 2000, and refs. therein), or
they are observed during particular phases of the QSO life (Far-
rah et al. 2007, and refs. therein). Investigating the nature and
location of these outflowing absorbers could, in principle, pro-
vide clues to understand the dynamics and ionisation processes
in the circum-nuclear gas. Unfortunately, structure, location, dy-
namics and ionisation state of the absorbers are poorly known
so far. Variability of BALs can provide further important infor-
mations about the properties of the absorbing gas. BAL varia-
tions were first detected by Foltz et al. (1987) (see also Barlow
et al. 1992, and refs. therein). In principle, variability may be
caused by the motion of gas clouds across the line of sight, or
by changes of the ionisation status of the gas. A first system-
atic analysis of BAL variability was presented by Barlow (1993),
who analysed 23 BALQSOs, each observed typically 2–3 times
in the course of four years. Continuum variations were associ-
ated with BAL variation only in some cases, suggesting the pos-
sibility that changes in the ionisation status could cause absorp-
tion variability, possibly with some phase difference between the
far UV ionising flux and the observed continuum changes. Since
then, some other systematic studies were devoted to the analysis
of BAL variability. They are mainly focused on C IV BAL which
is usually the most visible absorption feature. Lundgren et al.
(2007) used the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al.
(2000)) spectra of 29 BAL QSOs, observed twice in a total ob-
serving period about one year, corresponding to rest-frame time
lags in the range two weeks- four months. Their analysis is lim-
ited to those BALs which are separated from the emission peak
by more than 3600 km s−1, to avoid the complication due to the
emission line variability. They observe that the strongest BAL
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variability occurs among absorption features with the smallest
equivalent widths and with velocities exceeding 12,000 km s−1.
They conclude that strong variability at high velocity might be
consistent with Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities predicted in disk-
wind models of Proga et al. (2000). Gibson et al. (2008) studied
the BAL variations on long timescales of 13 QSOs, in the red-
shift range 1.7–2.8, taking advantage of the overlap between the
Large Bright Quasar Survey (LBQS; (Hewett et al. 1995) and
refs. therein) and SDSS which observed these objects with time
differences of 10–18 years, corresponding to rest-frame time lags
in the range 3–6 years. They found that the equivalent width vari-
ations tend to increase with the time lag, in the observed inter-
val. They found no evidence that variations are dominated by
changes in the photo-ionisation on multi-year timescales. A sub-
sequent study of Gibson et al. (2010) analysed the variations
of 9 BALQSOs in 2–4 epochs, considering both C IV and Si
IV BALs. They found some correlation between C IV and Si IV
equivalent width variations, estimated lifetimes >∼ 30 yr for the
stronger BALs, and do not find asymmetries in the growth and
decay timescales. Capellupo et al. (2011) report the first results
of new observations of the Barlow (1993) sample, obtained with
the 2.4 m Hiltner telescope of the MDM Observatory, supple-
mented with SDSS spectra, for a total of 120 spectra for 24 ob-
jects. This study provides a comparison among short and long
time scale variations and indicates a dependence of variability on
the velocity of the outflow and the BAL strength. A subsequent
study by Capellupo et al. (2012), presents further results on their
monitoring of 24 BALQSOs and compares C IV and Si IV BAL
variability, suggesting a complex scenario that seems to favour
ionisation changes of the outflowing gas while at the same time
variations in limited portions of the broad absorption troughs
may indicate movements of the individual clouds across the line
of sight. A further contribution by Capellupo et al. (2013) is fo-
cused on short time scale variability of the C IV BAL from the
same sample. Variations in only portions of the BAL suggest the
presence of substructures in the outflow, moving across the line
of sight, and provide constrains on the speed and geometry of
the outflows. Clearly, the amount of data, both in terms of num-
ber of different objects and sampling frequency of the individual
quasars, is crucial to assess the properties of BAL variability.
Sampling of individual QSOs is, however, limited by the intrin-
sic timescales of variations, especially for high redshift objects.
In the present study, we discuss the result of the monitoring of a
single object, APM 08279+5255 at z=3.911, which we observed
23 times since 2003, in the framework of a monitoring cam-
paign of medium-high redshift QSOs, carried out with the 1.82
m Copernico telescope of the Asiago Observatory and devoted
to determine the mass of the central supermassive black hole
(SMBH) through reverberation mapping (Trevese et al. 2007).
Since APM 08279+5255 is one of the brightest QSOs in the sky,
and shows several other interesting peculiarities, it was observed
several times by other authors, photometrically and spectroscop-
ically, soon after its discovery (Irwin et al. 1998). So that it was
possible to collect both spectroscopic and photometric data from
the literature, which have been included in the present analysis,
providing what is, to our knowledge, the best sampling of the
variability of a BAL QSO available to date. In section 2 we de-
scribe the data we collected from the literature, in section 3 we
describe our spectrophotometric monitoring campaign and data
reduction, in section 4 we analyse the variability of the C IV ab-
sorption systems and its correlation with photometric variability
and in section 5 we discuss and summarise the results.
2. Data from the literature
2.1. Spectroscopy
The BAL QSO APM 08279+5255 was serendipitously discov-
ered in the course of a survey conducted with the 2.5 m Isaac
Newton Telescope (INT), La Palma, for the identification of cool
carbon stars in the Galactic halo (Irwin et al. 1998). Observa-
tions were taken between February 27 and March 6, 1998 with
a resolution λ/∆λ ∼ 2000, and a redshift z = 3.87 was ini-
tially attributed on the basis of the Si IV+O IV] feature, the C
III] λ1909 Å at ∼ 9300 Å and N V λ1240 at 6040 Å. M.J.
Irwin kindly provided us with the data of the discovery spec-
trum, which are included in the present analysis. This object,
with a magnitude R=15.2, appeared as the brightest QSO in
the sky, with a bolometric luminosity exceeding ∼ 5 × 1015L,
and has been the subject of a great number of papers, of which
we mention only those which are relevant for the specific pur-
pose of our study. Due to its high redshift, APM 08279+5255
is an ideal “background” source for analyses of the interven-
ing absorptions. In fact, high resolution (R ≈ 50,000) spec-
tra were taken with the HIRES spectrograph at Keck telescope
for the analysis of the Lyα clouds distribution and metal abun-
dances (Ellison et al. 1999, 2004). A low resolution spectrum
(λ/∆λ ∼ 400) was obtained by Hines et al. (1999), together with
polarised spectra which permitted the identification of a broad
O VI λλ1032, 1038 Å absorption, associated with Lyβ, falling
in the Lyα forest. Also this spectrum, kindly provided by D.C.
Hines, is included in the present analysis. Soon after the dis-
covery, adaptive optics images at CFHT telescope have shown
APM 08279+5255 to be a double source, likely gravitationally
lensed (Ledoux et al. 1998), as already proposed by Irwin et al.
(1998), and Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and radio images
suggested the existence of a long sought “third component”, ex-
pected in the case of axi-symmetric gravitational lensing fields
(Ibata et al. 1999). A lens model indicating a magnification of
about 100 was derived by Egami et al. (2000). Spectroscopic
HST observations, at medium-high resolution (λ/∆λ ∼ 4500)
confirmed that the third component is in fact part of the lensed
image (Lewis et al. 2002). Keck and HST spectra, besides pro-
viding two more epochs for the spectroscopic monitoring, are
also used in our analysis to resolve and identify absorption fea-
tures not resolved in our spectra.
The HST spectrum has been obtained by Lewis et al. (2002)
with STIS. High resolution spectra allowed us to identify the
absorption-free regions, shown in Figure 1, which can be used to
fit the C IV emission line profile. The same figure also shows two
narrow absorption line (NAL) systems: the first, identified by El-
lison et al. (2004), that we will call “red-NAL” falls on the red
wing of the C IV emission, is close to the systemic redshift and
is partly overlapped with the Fraunhofer A band of O2; the sec-
ond, that we will call “blue-NAL”, is overlapped with the BAL
and is discussed in Srianand & Petitjean (2000). A continuum,
extrapolated from two absorption-free regions bluewards of C
IV emission (see section 4), is also shown. A gaussian fit to the
emission line provides a width σCIV = 3450 ± 60 km s−1.
A further spectrum, of resolution λ/∆λ ∼ 700, obtained at
Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG), La Palma, in 2011 (Picon-
celli et al. 2013, in preparation) has also been included in the
analysis.
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Fig. 1. The (uncalibrated) flux in the λλ7200 − 7780 Å region. Top
panel: from the Keck HIRES high resolution spectrum (Ellison et al.
1999); middle panel: the same spectrum after correction for telluric O2
band (see Section 3); bottom panel: from HST STIS spectrum (Lewis
et al. 2002), where the the continuum (blue dashed line) and a Gaussian
fit to the C IV emission line (red curve) are shown. A comparison of
middle and bottom panels shows that the O2 correction is satisfactory.
The velocity scale is based on the systemic redshift z=3.911 (Downes
et al. 1999).
2.2. Photometry
Photometry in the R band of APM 08279+5255 was obtained by
Lewis et al. (1999) on 23 epochs, between April 1998 and June
1999, with the main goal of studying the intrinsic or microlens-
ing character of variability. They provided relative magnitudes,
with respect to a reference star S 2, for the QSO and other 3 stars
in the field, S 1, S 3, S 4 (see their Figure 1), for the purpose of
choosing the best reference star. We also measured R band mag-
nitude difference with respect to another star S , which we adopt
as a reference for spectrophotometric measurements (see Sec-
tion 3). Unfortunately this star is not included in the Lewis et al.
(1999) field. However their star S 1 is included in our field, so
that we can rescale their photometry to ours, by defining:
∆RQS = RQ − R2 + 〈R2 − R1〉 + 〈R1 − RS 〉 (1)
∆R1S = R1 − R2 + 〈R2 − R1〉 + 〈R1 − RS 〉
where 〈R2 − R1〉 and 〈R1 − RS 〉 are average values computed on
the Lewis et al. (1999) and our light curves respectively. De-
spite the larger uncertainty of R1 as compared with those of R2
or RS , the uncertainty on the inter-calibration of the two data
sets given by the average quantity b = 〈R2 − R1〉 + 〈R1 − RS 〉 is
σb = [σ22−1/(N2−1−1)+σ21−S /(N1−S −1)]1/2 ∼ 0.005 mag, where
N1−2 = 23 and N1−S = 24 indicate the number of observations
in the Lewis et al. (1999) and our monitoring campaigns respec-
tively. This quantity is smaller than the internal uncertainties of
the individual data sets σ1−2 ∼ 0.023 mag and σ1−S ∼ 0.009.
The latter, in turn, can be assumed as conservative estimates of
the uncertainty on the QSO photometry. In total we have at our
disposal 49 photometric observations from 1998 to 2012 which
can be correlated with spectral variations. The complete light
curve is shown in Figure 6.
3. Observations and data reduction
In 2003 we started a spectrophotometric monitoring campaign
aimed at measuring the mass of four luminous QSOs (Trevese
et al. 2007) by the reverberation mapping technique (Bland-
ford & McKee 1982; Peterson 1993). Observations were carried
out at the 1.82 m Copernicus telescope of the Asiago Obser-
vatory, equipped with the Faint Object Spectrograph & Camera
(AFOSC). Spectroscopic observations were carried out using a
8".44-wide slit and a grism with a dispersion of 4.99 Å pixel−1,
providing a typical resolution of ∼ 15 Å in the spectral range
3500-8500 Å (λ/∆λ ∼ 400). Exposures are carried out after ori-
enting the slit to include both the QSO and a reference star S
of comparable magnitude (R = 14.4), located at α 08 31 22.3
δ +52 44 58.6 (J2000), as internal spectrophotometric calibra-
tor. The wide slit avoids both differential diffraction effects and
possible different fractional losses of the QSO and the reference
star, but limits the accuracy of the wavelength scale. In fact, the
position of the QSO can fluctuate within the slit, affecting both
the line profile and the position on the wavelength scale. Thus,
after the calibration with the spectral lamps, the λ scale must be
readjusted, and the entire procedure has a residual uncertainty of
∼ 3 Å r.m.s.
Typical spectroscopic observations consist of 2 subsequent
exposure of 1800 s each, plus direct images in the R band to
detect possible variations of the reference star with respect to
other stars in the ∼ 8 × 8 arcmin2 field centred on the QSO. A
journal of the observations is reported in Table 1, where the INT,
Keck, Steward, HST and TNG observations are also indicated.
In total we have 28 spectra from 1998 to 2012.
The data reduction is described in Trevese et al. (2007) and
briefly summarised below. The spectra Q(λ) of the QSO and
S (λ) of the reference star were extracted with the standard IRAF
procedures. The QSO/star ratio is computed for each exposure
k = 1, 2:
µ(k)(λ) = Q(k)(λ)/S (k)(λ). (2)
This quantity is independent from extinction changes dur-
ing the night. This allows us to check for consistency between
the two exposures and to reject the data if inconsistencies occur
(under the assumption that intrinsic QSO variations are negligi-
ble during 1 h observing time). In fact, typical spectra of two
consecutive exposures have a ratio µ(1)(λ)/µ(2)(λ) of order unity,
with deviations smaller than 0.02 when averaged over 500 Å,
at least in the 4000 Å-7000 Å range. When discrepancies are
larger than 0.04 both the exposures are rejected. A registration
of the wavelength scale among different exposures is necessary
due to small changes of the object position within the wide slit
(which are in general negligible in the case of pairs of consecu-
tive exposures). Then, the QSO and star spectra taken in the two
exposures are co-added and the ratio
µi(λ) = (Q
(1)
i + Q
(2)
i )/(S
(1)
i + S
(2)
i ) (3)
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Table 1. List of the observations
Date MJD Telescope
1998 Mar 50875.7 INTb
1998 May 50945.8a Keckc
1998 Nov 51132.5 Steward Obs.d
2001 Dec 52270.4a HSTe
2003 Feb 52695.4 Asiago Obs.
2003 Nov 52963.6 ”
2004 Feb 53047.3 ”
2004 Feb 53049.3 ”
2005 Jan 53388.4 ”
2005 Apr 53475.3 ”
2006 Mar 53797.5 ”
2006 Nov 54068.7 ”
2006 Dec 54091.4 ”
2007 Feb 54145.3 ”
2007 Apr 54201.3 ”
2007 Dec 54435.7 ”
2008 Jan 54472.5 ”
2008 Feb 54513.4 ”
2008 Dec 54807.6 ”
2009 Jan 54835.4 ”
2009 Feb 54884.3 ”
2009 Mar 54914.4 ”
2011 Apr 55653.3 ”
2011 May 55684.4 TNG f
2011 Nov 55894.5 Asiago Obs.
2011 Dec 55915.5 ”
2012 Feb 55985.3 ”
2012 Nov 56238.4 ”
Notes. aaverage of the observing MJD, bIrwin et al. (1998), cEllison
et al. (1999), dHines et al. (1999), eLewis et al. (2002), f Piconcelli et
al. 2013 (in preparation)
.
is computed, at each epoch i.
The reference star is flux calibrated at a reference epoch,
and the main telluric absorption features (Fraunhofer A and B
bands λλ7594, 6867 Å and water λ7245 Å) are removed from
the calibrated spectrum by interpolating the relevant absorption
region with a spline function trough the spectral points in two
intervals around each absorption feature. This provides us with
a flux-calibrated absorption free spectrum of the reference star
f S (λ). All the flux-calibrated quasar spectra are then obtained
as: f Qi (λ) ≡ µi(λ) f S (λ). Notice that the calibrated star spectrum
f S (λ) adopted is the same for all epochs, thus it does not af-
fect the relative flux changes. We stress also that the telluric
absorption features are removed in this way since they do not
affect the value of µi(λ). The same is obviously true for the
differences in airmass and atmospheric extinction. This is true,
in particular, for the Fraunhofer A band which, in the case of
APM 08279+5255, falls just redwards of the C IV emission line
and is also partially overlapped to the already mentioned C IV
“red-NAL” at z ∼ 3.911. An example of calibrated spectrum ob-
tained at the Copernico telescope is shown in Figure 2. Thanks
to the availability of the high resolution spectrum obtained at
Keck telescope by Ellison et al. (1999), we checked that the pro-
cedure adopted to remove the telluric absorptions in low reso-
lution spectra is satisfactory, at least to a first order. This was
checked by first correcting for O2 absorption the high resolu-
tion spectrum, where the individual lines of the band are de-
tected, using the spectrum of the calibration star (Feige 34).
Fig. 2. Spectrum of APM 08279+5255 obtained with the AFOSC cam-
era at the 1.82 m Copernicus Telescope of the Asiago Observatory. The
identification of the main absorption and emission features are indi-
cated. The red line represents the correction for the telluric O2 and H2O
bands. A power-law fit through spectral regions relatively free from ab-
sorption or emission features is also shown (see Sect. 4.1).
Then we smoothed the corrected spectrum, down to the reso-
lution λ/∆λ ∼ 400 of our spectra. For comparison, we smoothed
down to the same resolution both the QSO and calibration star
spectra, without correcting for O2 absorption. We then applied
the procedure adopted on our low resolution data to remove tel-
luric absorptions. The equivalent width of the C IV absorption
feature, computed in both cases, appears consistent within 5%,
despite the Keck spectra of the QSO and the calibration star are
not taken simultaneously, as instead is the case for our QSO and
the reference star S .
4. Spectral variability
4.1. The BAL and NAL equivalent width variability
The present analysis is focused on the spectral region around C
IV emission, whose evolution in time is shown in Figure 3.
We stress that at the time of discovery the systemic red-
shift was assumed z=3.87 and was later revised to z=3.911, as
measured by Downes et al. (1999) from CO(4-3) and CO(9-8)
molecular lines at λ650 µm and λ290 µm, implying a Doppler
blueshift velocity of 2500 km s−1 for the emission lines. While
Lundgren et al. (2007) include in their sample only BALs sep-
arated from the associated emission peak by more than 3600
km s−1, on the contrary we are forced to consider the absorp-
tion occurring on the blue wing of the emission line, since in
our case the BAL is separated from the peak by less than 800
km s−1. At each epoch, we compute a continuum as a power law
fit through the observed spectrum, in two wavelength intervals
which are free from major emission or absorption features. The
rest-frame regions λλ1250−1370 Å and λλ1440−1470 Å were
selected following Capellupo et al. (2011) and Barlow et al.
(1992) respectively, for consistency (but see also Vanden Berk
et al. 2001). The C IV emission line profile is strongly affected
by the BAL, on the blue side, and by the Fraunhofer A band plus
the red-NAL system on the red side. However, we can use both
the Keck and HST spectra to identify the unabsorbed wavelength
intervals around C IV and fit the emission line profile.
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Fig. 3. The evolution in time of the spectral region around C IV emis-
sion line. From top to bottom, the first (red) and third (blue) spectra
correspond to INT and Steward Observatory data, the second (green),
the fourth (cyan) and 24-th (magenta) epochs correspond respectively to
Keck, HST and TNG spectra, smoothed to match the resolution of the
Asiago spectra (see Table 1). All spectra are shown with the same flux
scale and an arbitrary shift between each other. At a glance it is clear
that the BAL feature retains its global shape during time.
We fit the emission line with a gaussian profile, keeping the
central wavelength fixed to the value corresponding to z = 3.87,
deduced from the Si IV+O IV], C III] and N V (Irwin et al. 1998),
and the line width to the valueσCIV = 3450±60 km s−1 (see Sect.
2), letting the line amplitude be the sole varying parameter. In
doing this, we are assuming that relative amplitude changes are
larger than the relative changes in the shape of the line. We can
now consider a pseudo-continuum consisting in a proper combi-
nation of continuum and emission line fluxes. The spatial loca-
tion and the size of the absorbing gas is unknown and it could
cover only part of the continuum and/or emission line sources.
Thus we can write the observed flux as:
f (λ) = fc(1 − ξc) + fl(1 − ξl) + (ξc fc + ξl fl)e−τ(λ) (4)
where fc, ξc, fl, ξl indicate the continuum and emission line
fluxes and covering factors, and τ(λ) is the optical depth which,
in a simple model, is assumed to be the same for photons emit-
ted from the continuum source and the emitting clouds. Since
the size of the continuum-emitting region is expected to be much
smaller than the Broad Line Region (BLR) size, then ξl ≤ ξc. In
the following we will assume ξc = 1. Moreover, the high res-
olution Keck spectrum shows that some individual absorption
features in the BAL have a residual flux which is smaller than
the emission line flux at the same wavelenght (see Figure 1),
implying that the pseudo-continuum, which is absorbed by the
outflowing gas, must contain a contribution from the emission
line corresponding to ξl ≥ (1 − f / fl) ≈ 0.3. Thus we compute
the equivalent widths W:
W(t) =
∫
fc + fl − f
ξc fc + ξl fl
dλ (5)
according to the two extreme assumptions ξl = 1 and ξl = 0.3,
the former corresponding to the pseudo-continuum adopted by
Capellupo et al. (2011). The values of W(t) computed with
ξl = 0.3 are a factor ≈ 1.2 larger than for ξl = 1. This factor,
however, is virtually constant in time and thus does not affect
the following discussion of the time behaviour of the absorption.
Thus we adopt ξl = 1 henceforth.
The uncertainty on the equivalent width Wi at the i-th epoch
is estimated as follows. Since in our monitoring we have two
exposures of 1800 s for each spectrum, we compute the dif-
ference δWi = |W (2)i − W (1)i | between the equivalent width as
computed with each exposure. They appear correlated with the
equivalent widths Wi. Thus we assume constant fractional uncer-
tainty ε = (〈(δW/W)2〉) 12 , where the angular brackets indicate the
average on the entire set of measurements, and we adopt as r.m.s.
error σW = εW, where ε = 0.06. From Figure 3 it appears that
the general shape of the absorbing systems is conserved in time,
as stated quantitatively in the following. High resolution spectra
show that the absorption bluewards of C IV emission consists of
two main broad structures around -10000 and -4500 km s−1 re-
spectively (see Figure 1), and the system of narrow absorption
lines, between -9000 and -7000 km s−1 (Srianand & Petitjean
2000) which we call “blue-NAL”. In our low resolution spec-
tra (see Figure 4) we decompose the absorption profile by fit-
ting 2 Gaussians, in the spectral regions λλ7300 − 7390 Å and
λλ7470 − 7510 Å respectively, corresponding to the two broad
structures (see Figure 1). A third structure, corresponding to
the “blue-NAL” is obtained as the residual spectrum after the
two gaussian components are subtracted. The Gaussians have no
physical meaning, but they are simply used to describe apparent
structures at the resolution of our spectra. Of course the “blue-
NAL” residual might be affected by an unknown contribution
from the broad absorption.
The central wavelengths λ1 and λ2, the widths σ1 and σ2
and the amplitudes of both the gaussian components are free pa-
rameters in the fit performed at each epoch. The average cen-
tral wavelengths of the two BAL features are λ¯1 = 7373 Å,
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Fig. 4. The decomposition of the C IV absorption structure at a particu-
lar epoch (MJD 52695.4). The flux is divided by the pseudo-continuum
computed with ξc = ξl=1. Two Gaussian profiles (red) represent the
main component BAL1 and BAL2 of the BAL. The dotted line is the
residual absorption corresponding to the blue NAL. The velocity scale
is based on the systemic redshift z=3.911.
Fig. 5. Logarithms of the equivalent widths WBAL1 and WBAL2 expressed
in km s−1. The continuous and dotted pairs of regression lines (one com-
ponent versus the other and vice versa) are computed respectively ex-
cluding or including the observations at the last 6 epochs. The correla-
tion coefficients and the relevant probabilities of the null hypothesis are
indicated. The correlation is high and statistically significant also when
the last 6 points are excluded.
λ¯2 = 7489 Å and the relevant standard deviation are Σλ1 =
Σλ2 = 3 Å. The central wavelengths of the BAL components
show small random shifts, comparable with the uncertainty of
our wavelength scale. Instead, the amplitudes of both the com-
ponents undergo significant changes. However the variations of
their equivalent widths WBAL1 and WBAL2 are strongly correlated,
r1,2 = 0.94, P(> r1,2) = 6.5 · 10−7, as shown in Figure 5 where
the equivalent widths are computed in units of velocity with re-
spect to the emission line, for consistency with the literature.
This suggests to consider WBAL = WBAL1 + WBAL2 as represen-
tative of the total BAL absorption, in the subsequent variability
analysis. Notice that this behaviour is completely different from
that of FBQS J1408+3054 which exhibits strong changes of the
Fig. 6. Upper panels: the equivalent widths WBAL, WNALb and WNALr of
the C IV absorptions as a function of time. Bottom panel: the R band
light curve ∆RQS of APM 08279+5255 normalised to the reference star
S adopted in the Asiago monitoring campaign (upper curve). For com-
parison the magnitude difference ∆R1S between the star S 1 of and our
reference star S is also reported as an indication of the photometric ac-
curacy. Photometry, relative to the star S , is computed from magnitude
differences for our data, while it is recalculated according to eq. (1) for
Lewis et al. (1999) data.
absorption shape, suggesting the motion of part of the absorb-
ing clouds out of the line of sight (Hall et al. 2011). For the
red and blue NAL systems respectively, we compute the rele-
vant equivalent widths WNALr and WNALb by simply integrating
the residuals in the ranges 7550 − 7660 Å and 7380 − 7480 Å.
Figure 6 shows WBAL, WNALr and WNALb as a function of time
t =MJD−50000. All of these quantities show a slow decreasing
trend from t ∼ 1000 to t ∼ 5000. Subsequently the WBAL under-
goes a sudden increase, while WNALr continues the decreasing
trend. WNALb shows an intermediate behaviour, but it might be
affected by the BAL absorption. High resolution monitoring is
necessary to disentangle BAL and NAL absorption variations in
this spectral region.
The overall appearance of the BAL structure is relatively sta-
ble (two minima, with no significant wavelength variation, and
amplitudes varying proportionally), while its equivalent width
changes significantly. This suggests that the global properties of
the density and velocity fields of the absorbing gas remain un-
changed during variations of W(t). The simplest explanation of
such a behaviour is a change in the ionisation status of the ab-
sorbing gas. This conclusion is independent of the correlation of
W(t) with the variations of the R band continuum, which is dis-
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cussed in the next subsection. In fact, the R band measures the
continuum at λ ≈ 1300 Å, while the ionising continuum, rela-
tive to the C3+ → C4+ transition, corresponds to λ3,4 ≈ 200 Å,
and the two continua are not necessarily correlated. However the
shape of the BAL structure is not strictly constant, since the av-
erage slope in Figure 5 is about 0.7, implying a decrease of the
ratio WBAL2/WBAL1 for increasing WBAL. This will be discussed
in section 5.
4.2. Correlation analysis
So far, we have not considered the relation between the absorp-
tions changes and the source brightness variations ∆R of the R
magnitude. For the four quantities WBAL, WNALr, WNALb and ∆R,
we can analyse 6 scatter plots, shown in Figure 7, the relevant
correlation coefficients and probabilities of the null hypothesis.
We comment them in turn.
a) WBAL vs. ∆R. These quantities show a strong and significant
correlation, r = 0.9 and P(> r) = 4.4 ·10−6. This is the first time,
to our knowledge, that a continuum-equivalent width correlation
is demonstrated directly in an individual BAL quasar. Some
previous evidences were derived as a possible interpretation of
the ensemble analysis of BAL variability. In fact, Barlow (1993)
found that most variable BALs tend to occur in objects with
at least some broadband changes, suggesting some correlation.
It is important to notice that, if we exclude the last 6 epochs,
the correlation drops to r = 0.12, this is due to the fact that
during the slow decrease of WBAL, the R continuum stays almost
constant and the correlation is entirely due to the fast increase
of WBAL when the R flux decreases significantly.
b) WNALr vs. ∆R. At variance with WBAL, the red-NAL equiva-
lent width WNALr is only marginally anti-correlated with R, if we
consider all the observations. However, this negative correlation
becomes more significant if we exclude the last 6 epochs where
there is a significant variation of R.
c) WNALb vs. ∆R. The exclusion of the last 6 epochs corresponds
to a negative correlation but only marginal. At variance with
b), the points corresponding to the last 6 epochs lie in the top
right of the panel, implying an even smaller correlation when
all epochs are considered. This, however, is likely due to the
“contamination” of the residual corresponding to the blue NAL,
by the absorption of the underlying BAL.
d) WNALr vs. WNALb. A moderate correlation is found, entirely
due to the lack of points in the lower right corner. However, if
we exclude the last 6 epochs, the correlation becomes higher and
more significant. Again the fact that the last five epochs do not
follow the general trend can be explained by the contamination
of WNALb due to BAL absorption.
e) WNALr vs. WBAL. There is no correlation if we include all the
epochs. Excluding the last 6 epochs, WNALr and WBAL show a
marginal positive correlation. We stress that this happens despite
WBAL is not correlated with R, namely the correlation of WNALr
and WBAL is independent of their relation with R. This suggests
the possibility that both WNALr and WBAL are influenced by the
variation of the same ionising continuum (see Hamann et al.
2011).
f) WNALb vs. WBAL. The situation is similar to the previous one,
except that the points corresponding to the last 6 epochs lie on
the top right corner. This makes the correlation positive also
if all the epochs are considered. We notice, however, that this
can be explained by the “contamination” of WNALb by the BAL
absorption, as in c).
We notice that the blue NAL, which covers roughly the in-
terval from -8500 km s−1 to -6000 km s−1 lies in the middle of
the ejection velocity range of the BAL. This may mean that this
NAL is caused by clouds embedded in the BAL outflow, though
of course the sole velocity is not sufficient to know whether or
not the absorbing clouds are spatially located inside the outflow-
ing BAL gas. Its column density is smaller than the column den-
sity of the red NAL, as can be seen from the high resolution
Keck spectrum (see Figure 1). The maxima between the absorp-
tion line of the blue NAL do not reach neither the flux of the
emission line nor the continuum, suggesting the presence of a
contribution of an underlying BAL absorption. The minimal flux
is about one tenth of the continuum. On the other hand the ve-
locities of the red NAL features lie roughly within a 1000 km s−1
around the systemic velocity. The minima are saturated and the
to maxima are close to the pseudo-continuum, implying a cover-
ing factor ξl ≈ 1 for this NAL. Thus the physical conditions of
red and blue NALs are different. However, it is difficult to estab-
lish whether or not the differences found in the correlations can
be associated to physical differences because of the contamina-
tion of the blue NAL caused by the BAL, which would require
high resolution variability studies.
4.3. Structure function analysis
Our unprecedented temporal sampling of the spectral variability
of a BAL quasar, allows us to apply a structure function (SF)
analysis commonly adopted in the study of AGN flux variability
in the radio (Hughes et al. 1992; Hufnagel & Bregman 1992), op-
tical (Trevese et al. 1994; Vanden Berk et al. 2004; Wilhite et al.
2008; MacLeod et al. 2012) and X-ray bands (Fiore et al. 1998;
Vagnetti et al. 2011). In practice, with N = 28 observations we
can compute N(N − 1)/2 = 378 values of the unbinned discrete
structure function (di Clemente et al. 1996; Trevese et al. 2007):
UDSF(τi j) =
√
pi
2
∣∣∣log[W(ti)] − log[W(t j)]∣∣∣ , (6)
where W may indicate WBAL, WNALr or WNALb in turn, ti and t j
are two observation epochs and τi j = (ti − t j)/(1 + z) is the rest-
frame time delay of the QSO at redshit z. The (binned) structure
function can be defined in Nbin bins of time delay, centered at τk,
k = 1,Nbin
S F(τk) =
1
Mk
∑
i, j
UDSF(τi j)
 , (7)
where the sum is extended to all the Mk values of UDSF belong-
ing to the k-th bin of time delay. We refer to the logarithm of W
for analogy with the studies of flux variability which are com-
monly analysed in magnitude or logarithm of the flux. It is possi-
ble to define an ensemble SF by co-adding in each bin the UDSFs
derived from a sample of objects. One advantage of this proce-
dure is that it can be applied even with only one pair of observa-
tions per object (see e.g. Vanden Berk et al. 2004), provided that
the number of objects in the sample is large enough. It should
be noted that, thanks to the redshift distribution of the sources,
the entire range of rest-frame delays may be well sampled. In the
top panel of Figure 8 we show the UDSF for the BAL of APM
08279+5255. For comparison, in the middle panel we show the
ensemble SF of the BAL equivalent width variability obtained
using the data available from the literature (Barlow 1993; Lund-
gren et al. 2007; Gibson et al. 2008). This corresponds to Figure
12 of Gibson et al. (2008), in a slightly different presentation.
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Fig. 7. The six scatter plots for the four quantities WBAL, WNALr, WNALb and ∆R: (A)WBAL vs. ∆R; (B)WNALr vs. ∆R; (C)WNALb vs. ∆R; D)WNALr
vs. WNALb; (E)WNALr vs. WBAL; (F)WNALb vs. WBAL. Filled circles represent data for MJD < 55000, open circles for MJD > 55000 (the last six
epochs). Pairs of regression lines represent linear fits of one variable versus the other and vice versa. Dotted lines refer to the whole set of data,
while continuous lines refer to filled circles only. Correlation coefficients and the relevant probabilities are indicated in each panel.
At a first glance it appears that the unbinned distributions of
UDSF points in the two panels are similar. The binned SF for the
BALs in the two panels have also similar amplitudes and slopes.
Notice that, thanks to the high redshift of APM 08279+5255,
time lags below 10 days, down to 0.4 days in the rest-frame, are
sampled. In the top panel the binned SFs of the red and blue
NAL are also reported. They look slightly flatter than the BAL
SF due to larger variability at short time lags, which however
could be simply due to a larger noise. In the bottom panel we
show the SFs of the two broad absorption components BAL1
and BAL2. It appears that BAL1 varies slightly more than BAL2.
This corresponds to about ±20% difference with respect to the
total BAL, in the bin of longest delay. This is clearly a conse-
quence of the high correlation between the amplitude of the two
components, with WBAL2/WBAL1 decreasing for increasing WBAL,
and vice versa (see Figure 5). Amplitudes and slopes of a power-
law fit, log S F = A log τ + B, are reported in Table 2.
It is interesting to compare these slope values with typical
values found for optical and UV variability, where the slopes are
in the range 0.3 to 0.45 (Vanden Berk et al. 2004; Wilhite et al.
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Fig. 8. Top panel : structure function of APM 08279+5255; small dots
represent the UDSF points (eq. 6) relative to BAL variations; filled cir-
cles connected with continuous line represent the corresponding binned
SF; blue and red open circles connected by continuous lines represent
the binned SF for blue and red NALs (blue and red respectively). The
relevant fitting relations corresponding to Table 2 are shown as dotted
lines. Middle panel : ensemble structure function based on data from
the literature (Barlow 1993; Lundgren et al. 2007; Gibson et al. 2008);
UDSFs with different symbols as specified in the inset; filled circles
connected by continuous line represent the binned ensemble SF and
dotted line shows the best fit relation of Table 2. Bottom panel: struc-
ture functions of the two BAL components of APM 08279+5255; BAL1
blue line, BAL2 red line, for comparison black filled circles and the con-
necting line show the structure function of the total WBAL as in the top
panel.
Table 2. Best fit parameters of the Structure Functions
A B
APM 08279 BAL 0.47 ± 0.14 -2.07 ± 0.34
APM 08279 NALb 0.23 ± 0.10 -1.47 ± 0.25
APM 08279 NALr 0.22 ± 0.13 -1.49 ± 0.30
Ensemble BAL 0.41 ± 0.16 -2.20 ± 0.36
APM 08279 BAL1 0.49 ± 0.15 -2.06 ± 0.37
APM 08279 BAL2 0.35 ± 0.09 -1.86 ± 0.22
Notes. According to the relation log S F = A log τ + B, with τ in days.
2008; Bauer et al. 2009; MacLeod et al. 2012; Welsh et al. 2011).
If the absorption variations that we are measuring are in fact due
to a change in C3+ column density, caused by variations of the
ionisation status, we might be observing indirectly the structure
function of the 200 Å variability. We notice, for completeness,
that we have included in the ensemble structure function analy-
sis only equivalent widths larger than 5 Å on average, as done
by Gibson et al. (2008) so that the middle panel of our Figure
8 is essentially equal to their figure 12, except for the change of
the variable reported in the ordinates. If instead we include all
the points with smaller equivalent width, the SF slope becomes
flatter, A = 0.25, providing a hint of how the segregation or in-
completeness of the data may affect the results. Nonetheless, we
can say that, to a first order, the ensemble SF is similar to the SF
of APM 08279+5255.
5. Discussion
We can summarise our results as follows.
a) The series of 28 spectroscopic observations spanning a 15
years time base shows that the BAL feature preserves its overall
shape, with the two main components varying in a higly corre-
lated way.
b) In spite of this stability, both the BAL and the NAL features
exhibit a significant variation in equivalent width.
c) These two results suggest that both density and velocity fields
of the absorbing gas remain stable.
d) The R band magnitude shows no systematic trends until MJD
∼ 55000 but only small oscillations around the mean value, then
it increases significantly (∼ 30% flux decrease) in the last 6
epochs.
e) The flux decrease in the R band is accompanied by an increase
of the BAL absorption; a correlation analysis shows that for MJD
< 55000 there is no correlation between WBAL and R, but the
simultaneous and significant increase of WBAL and R after that
date determines a statistically significant correlation, r = 0.9,
P(> r) = 4.4 · 10−6 (panel A in Figure 7). Some indications of
a possible correlation were suggested already by Barlow (1993),
who noticed that “most variable BALs tend to occur in objects
that show at least some broadband changes”, however we stress
that it is the first time, to our knowledge, that a direct evidence
of significant correlation is found.
f) WNALb and WNALr appear correlated, and in particular the
correlation and its significance increase considerably (r = 0.9,
P(> r) = 2 · 10−5) when the last 6 epochs are excluded. A
straightforward interpretation is that the scatter of the points in
the last epochs is due to a contamination of the blue NAL from
the BAL, while intrinsically the red and blue NALs are strongly
correlated. We do not comment further the correlations of WNALb
with the other quantities because disentangling BAL and blue
NAL variations would require new high resolution data.
g) The SF of the BAL variations in APM 08279+5255 has sim-
ilar slope and amplitude to the ensemble structure function of
BAL variations derived from a joint analysis of the data by Bar-
low (1993), Lundgren et al. (2007), and Gibson et al. (2008), and
shown in the middle panel of Figure 8.
h) The SFs of red and blue NALs of APM 08279+5255 have
similar slopes, smaller than BAL.
i) A comparison of the SFs of the two components of
APM 08279+5255 BAL indicates a stronger variability of the
one with higher ejection velocity.
j) The SF slope of APM 08279+5255 BAL is similar to typi-
cal values found for the optical/UV variability of normal quasars
(e.g. MacLeod et al. 2012).
The above results might be easily explained by changes in
the ionisation status of the absorbing gas. The different ampli-
tude of WBAL1 and WBAL2 variations, which are strongly corre-
lated, might mean that the two components have different levels
of saturation. Under the assumption that absorption variability is
driven by changes of the ionising flux (λ ∼ 200 Å), the com-
parison of WBAL and R changes, before and after MJD ∼ 55000,
would correspond to a change of the average continuum slope
between 200 Å and 1500 Å, indicating different physical condi-
tions in the two epochs. This could happen, for instance, if before
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MJD ∼ 55000 the ionisation changes are due to small variations
of the intensity of the ionising source, which can be identified
with the inner part of the accretion disk. The continuum at 1500
Å could be substantially unaffected. After MJD ∼ 55000, when
a major variation occurs, an absorbing cloud, crossing the line of
sight between the ionising continuum source and the gas outflow
responsible for the BAL, could reduce at the same time both the
ionising continuum and the continuum at 1500 Å, thus causing
the observed correlation between WBAL and R.
The sudden increase of WBAL and R after MJD ∼ 55000 does
not occur for WNALr. Could this different behaviour be due to a
delay of NAL variations? At variance with the emission lines,
for absorption lines there is no delay caused by the geometry
since the absorber lies along the line of sight of continuum pho-
tons (Barlow 1993). Nonetheless, the intrinsic delay due to the
recombination time of C4+ atoms may be significant. Assuming
that the different behaviour of WNALr and WBAL is simply due to
the fact that we do not see yet the WNALr increase, we can infer
an upper limit on the electron density ne <∼ 1/(∆tαr) ≈ 2 · 104
cm−3, adopting a minimum (rest-frame) delay ∆t ∼ 200 days and
αr = 2.8 · 10−12 cm3 s−1 (Arnaud & Rothenflug 1985). This den-
sity is comparable to typical Narrow Line Region densities, thus
suggesting this as a possible location of the absorbers. This is
also consistent with the covering factor ξl = 1 required by the
saturation which is observed in the high resolution Keck spec-
trum.
Finally we stress that, while ionisation changes can more
easily explain correlated variations in different velocity inter-
vals of a BAL structure, in some cases observations show differ-
ent portions of a BAL varying independently (Hall et al. 2011;
Capellupo et al. 2012). The latter are more easily interpreted as
due to gas clouds crossing the line of sight. A priori there is no
reason to expect that this kind of variation should show the same
SF as we observe in our case, where changes in different veloc-
ity intervals are strongly correlated. In this sense, the similarity
between the SF of APM 08279+5255 and the ensemble SF de-
duced from the literature, which likely includes cases of BAL
variations caused by independent clouds, either provides statis-
tical constraints on geometrical models, or implies that changes
due to geometrical effects represent a minority of the observed
cases.
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